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ABSTRACT
A study of flying-quality requirements for air-breathing aerospacecraft gives special emphasis to
the unusual operational requirements and characteristics of these aircraft, including operation at hyper-
sonic speeds. The report considers distinguishing characteristics of these vehicles, including dynamic
deficiencies and their implications for control. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of the
airframe and propulsion system, and the requirements for dynamic systems integration. Past operational
missions are reviewed to define tasks and maneuvers to be considered for this class of aircraft. Areas of
special concern with respect to vehicle dynamics and control are identified. Experience with the space
shuttle orbiter is reviewed with respect to flight-control system mechanization and flight experience in
approach and landing flying qualities for the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP).
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INTRODUCTION
An essential element of a sound and strong technical approach to the subject research area is
the recognition that, quoting reference 1, "Air Breathing Aerospacecraft -- are radically different in
configuration, operational envelope, and complexity than any vehicle flown before, including the Space
Shuttle." These differences and complexities start with the airframe and engine, propagate through the
integrated flight-propulsion control system, and finally impinge on flying qualities (FQ) and FQ criteria.
The integrated control system (ICS) will have a major influence on the effective vehicle that the pilot is
expected to either monitor and manage or manually control. Consequently, the forces and considerations
that drive it must be thoroughly appreciated and understood, so that the development of new and the
adaptation of existing FQ criteria can be meaningful and applicable.
The forces driving the ICS derive from the vehicle dynamic deficiencies, the variety of possible
control effectors to deal with, and the precision missions to be flown. An ICS architecture is necessary
to achieve the desired mission performance through weight and volume savings, dependent on the
following:
• Unstable center of gravity (c.g.) location and control to minimize drag,
• Structural mode control as needed to permit the high bandwidth control of rigid body instabilities
and allow reduced stiffness (leading to lower structural weight fractions),
• Possible active control of flutter to reduce or eliminate balance weight requirements,
• Control of the thermal system to actively cool the structure,
• Engine inlet normal shock and other controls to maximize thrust and minimize fuel usage,
• Control of c.g., slosh, thrust vector effects, unstart, restart, and
• Integrated flight-propulsion control ranging from thrust-aero effector blending through terminal
operations, which minimize approach and touchdown parameters, thus reducing braking, tire, landing
gear, and flap requirements.
Control system integration is also necessary to improve aircraft viability and reliability, and to
cope with demanding, difficult to fly, time-critical profiles and missions. Such integration promises to
provide relief for the demands presented by other technical disciplines and to permit a more balanced
and efficient design. Integrated controls can impact on a broad range of features other than FQ -- such
as structures, loads, brake systems, tires, and aerodynamic performance. It is far more important and
significant than conventional active control because of the absolute necessity for optimum overall design
and operation to achieve even marginal path-restricted performance. Criteria for FQ must reflect this
dependence on the nature of the ICS, and the reverse impact of FQ on certain control system details -
e.g., control system command structure -- must also be considered.
Within the foregoing context, our technical approach includes (1) the establishment and discussion
of a list of dynamic stability and control deficiencies, which must be either accommodated by the
pilot or corrected by integrated flight-propulsion control systems, (2) representative mission phase-task
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structures(including maneuversand environmentalinputs) appropriateto a comprehensiveset of air-
breathingaerospacemissions,(3) the assessmentof existing FQ criteria, and (4) the identification of
researchneededto eliminateimportantgapsin thesecriteria.
In thefollowing section,someof theexpectedvehiclecharacteristicsand deficiencies,operational
considerations,display and controllerpossibilities, ICS considerations,and FQ issuesareoutlined as
pertinentbackgroundto our approach.
VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS, DEFICIENCIES, AND IMPLICATIONS
FOR CONTROL
Manned hypersonic aircraft offer a rich variety of uncertainties and unique features. Many of these
have a major impact on the dynamics, stability, control, and FQ of the vehicle. Some of these are
summarized in this report. The three general divisions treated are general issues, factors in airframe-
propulsion-flight control integration, and control-based limits on the attainable performance envelope.
General Issues
Dependence of Inlet Flows on Angle of Attack, Angle of Sideslip, and Mach Number
At the supersonic and higher Mach numbers (M), the forebody is fundamentally part of the in-
let. Boundary and entropy layers build up along the forebody to create stratified layers entering the
inlet (unless diverted, e.g., by boundary layer gutters). Crossflows are also present, and are larger
near the margins on either side. These and other effects create stratified inlet flows that can depend
strongly on local angle of attack (a), angle of sideslip (,O), and distance from the body even in ideal
circumstances. Gusts, transitions, rogue shocks, and sudden atmospheric density changes can further
complicate the picture.
Inlet flow fluctuations, when uncompensated by engine design or engine control actions, will be
reflected and amplified in the exhaust flows. Because the forebody and afterbody forces are asymmet-
rically distributed by, and respond to, inlet--engine-nozzle flow, there is a resultant effect on the lift
and moment balance as well as on the usual thrust--drag balance. In addition, the angle-of-attack and
sideslip effects on the engine can contribute to the overall vehicle longitudinal and directional stability
(e.g., Cm,,, Cn_, and Cm,_).
The inlet flow conditions across distributed engine modules can also differ substantially if major
asymmetries, especially as functions of angle of attack and angle of sideslip, are present. These effects
lead directly to five major control issues:
• Need for completely integrated treatment of vehicle-propulsion-controls interactions,
• Emphasis on flight-control and propulsion systems which minimize sideslip in all maneuvers,
• Decoupling or compensating of exhaust from inlet fluctuations as a major function of the
engine controls,
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• Placementof constraintsonallowablevehiclemotions,flexiblebodydeflections,andinlet flow
conditions,and
• Needfor positive control andinitiation of all enginemodetransitions.
Boundary-Layer Transition
The location of the transition region between laminar and turbulent boundary-layer flow on the
forebody is an essential determinant of flow distribution conditions in the inlet, which then affect the
subsequent combustion process and finally the thrust. The transition region between fully laminar and
fully turbulent flow gets longer as Mach numbers increase, and is also a function of angle of attack. The
flow at the inlet may be distorted by external environment or maneuver-induced shifts in the transition
region, with a variety of consequences (e.g., reduced thrust and unstart). The control issues here relate
to the need for the ICS to be tolerant of the uncertainties associated with changes in transition.
Thermal Management, Engine-Airframe Control, and Trajectory Consonance
The coordination of thermal management, propellant feed, and engine and flight controls is a
central issue in hypersonic flight. For some conditions or for a single trajectory (e.g., single-stage-
to-orbit (SSTO)) vehicle, the design can be managed in a straightforward way. When other flight
conditions are considered, however, conflicts in requirements may occur. For instance, in constant Mach
hypersonic cruise, entry, and perhaps other flight conditions flown as research objectives or during an
envelope expansion, the conditions for thrust (defined by the trajectory and guidance) and cooling may
be incompatible. In this case, cooling requirements would take precedence over achieving some desired
flight conditions or trajectory. Inadmissable flight regimes are thereby created as new constraints on the
attainable performance envelope.
Multimode, Multielement Propulsion System
As an overriding requirement, the ICS must be designed to cope with (1) thrust variations from
engine to engine, including unstarts, regardless of cause, and (2) significant thrust changes when shifting
from one mode to another. Because the force and moment changes can be quite diverse, this requirement
(for unstart in particular) can be a major factor in setting control power and trim requirements for all
control effectors.
The conversion from one engine mode to another can be demanding. For instance, in converting
from ramjet (RJ) to scramjet (S J) the normal shock and boundary layer must be suddenly ingested,
thereby completely changing the internal conditions. Boundary-layer ingestion leads to large variations
in the air density and stagnation pressure over the cross section of the inlet. Disturbances communicated
through the boundary layer may result in unfavorable inlet conditions including possible inlet unstart.
There must be no chance for fluctuations between RJ and SJ states. Marginal conversions may be
especially sensitive to transient changes in the inlet flow that could be induced by variations in angle
of attack, sideslip, or turbulence, which just happen to occur during the conversion process.
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Factors in Airframe-Propulsion-Flight-Control Integration
Bow-Shock Movement
At lower supersonic Mach numbers, the bow shock will not intersect the vehicle; it will engulf the
wing tips and begin to sweep across the wing surfaces, finally entering the engine cowls. The movement
of the shock across the wings introduces shock-impingement phenomena. (Increased heating rates have
received major attention, but changes in the stability derivatives have to be close behind.) Depending
on the configuration details, the bow wave may have to be ingested into the inlet above some Mach
number. All of these changes should have major effects on the derivatives, and the effects should also
be strong functions of sideslip.
Trim and Stability Effects of Engine
With an underbody configuration, the engine provides a significant lift component from the inlet
and exhaust streams. These will be modified by changes in throttle setting, angle of attack, angle of
sideslip, and Mach number. The trim is consequently affected, and the several stability derivatives will
be changed as well.
With a nozzle which comprises external expansion along the afterbody, there is an effective thrust
vector angle. Typically this might vary from -8 ° at M = 8 to -2 ° for M > 20. Not only must this
be trimmed out, but it will also add an increment to Mu.
Wing Location
Wing-engine relative positioning is a major issue in that wing-induced flow fields will affect the
inlet flow, especially during maneuvers. Thus pullups and pushovers at those Mach numbers most critical
for this kind of an effect will be important cases to consider in simulation and flight-test planning.
Control Power Considerations
The vehicle must have adequate control power to counter all possible inputs and failure states.
Among the conditions of interest are
• Engine failure on takeoff (vertical tail size), and
• Engine unstart (vertical tail size for asymmetric conditions, but also roll control and pitch
control power at hypersonic conditions where the unstart changes the engine-associated afterbody lift
and location both laterally and longitudinally).
The engine array, with differential control of flow paths and adjustable engine-associated flaps, is a
potentially important contributor to the total airplane control power resources.
Transition and Separation
Shock-induced boundary layer transition and separation and other factors can have a major impact
on the effective aircraft stability parameters as well as on localized heating. Typical separation effects
can occur in the region outboard of a fin, even at low angle of attack and high Mach cruise conditions.
Some Central Vehicle-Dynamic and Flight-Control Issues Affected by the Engine Array
• Longitudinal rigid body
- Instabilities (wsp2 < 0): either by design for performance, from center-of-pressure (c.p.)
shifts, from aft travel of c.g. with fuel burn; from forebody and afterbody flow changes
with flight conditions
- Low frequency altitude mode 1/Tp introduced by density and temperature variations; some-
times negative (divergent)
- Trim: travels of aerodynamic center (a.c.) with Mach number; c.g. with fuel depletion;
engine-airframe forebody and afterbody flows
• Lateral-directional rigid body
- Instabilities: dutch roll, _d2; roll numerator, _¢2 < 0
- Reduced rudder control authority with Mach number increase
- Engine-to-engine thrust asymmetry
• Body bending effects on
- Vehicle management system (VMS) stability and control
- Engine forebody and afterbody flows and associated lift and moment fluctuations
• Slosh effects on VMS stability and control
• Engine operations in maneuvers
System Uncertainties
The uncertainties in the VMS-engine system will include
• Aerodynamic coefficients and derivatives
• Engine-induced forebody and afterbody flow fluctuations and their effects on the aircraft stability
and control parameters
• Flexible-to-rigid ratios, including heating effects
• Air and engine airflow data
• Structural mode shapes and frequencies
Control-Based Limits on the Attainable Performance Envelope
Severe limitations on the performance envelope are likely in certain Mach regions because of the
combination of the open-loop instabilities, closed-loop instabilities governed by airplane zeros, and
control power limitations. Uncontrollable divergences can always occur when the control effectors are
at limit values, and the airplane-alone characteristics exhibit divergent characteristics. The basic and
most conservative limits of this nature would be
• Longitudinal
- Very long period divergence caused by the unstable height (density) mode,
- Rapid divergence caused by the unstable short period, COsp2< 0, and
• Lateral-directional
- Rapid divergence caused by unstable dutch roll, Wd2 < 0.
Performance boundaries based on these considerations alone would be hopelessly conservative. The
unstable modes are not only expected but, in some cases, even desired. They will, of course, have to be
stabilized by the primary flight-control system (FCS), because stabilization can be ensured only within
the control power limits of the control effectors.
For the longitudinal system, the performance limits under aerodynamic control alone can be con-
verted to angle-of-attack envelopes which provide boundaries of angle of attack within which the airplane
can be trimmed and controlled. In elevon-controlled airplanes, establishing the envelopes can be com-
plicated by lateral control needs, giving rise to more restricted angle-of-attack boundaries which may
be strong functions of engine-out conditions. Considering the large actuator bandwidths required for
stabilization of short-period divergences, the features of priority rate limiting assignments also enter.
Thus, even in the relatively straightforward longitudinal aerodynamic effector case, the consideration of
control-based performance limitations can be difficult and the actual performance boundaries severely
restricted. Complicate the situation further with consideration of uncertainties in, for instance, Ma
resulting from engine effects, and the performance boundaries narrow further still.
Lateral-directional control limits are more complicated. When the roll numerator zero co4,2 > 0,
correction of the directional divergence is similar to the longitudinal case. On the other hand, when
rolling velocity reversal is present along with directional divergence, w_ must be corrected as well.
Adequate directional control effectors are needed to accomplish these two functions. Aerodynamic
effectors for this purpose are in short supply at hypersonic speeds, so some reliance on propulsion
or reaction controls may be necessary. Thus, the effective lateral-directional control boundaries will
be based on trimming engine-out conditions plus providing directional stability and correcting rolling
velocity reversals. These features are described more fully in reference 6. Uncertainties again enter the
issues, as do further complications because of the mix of needed control effectors.
Finally, the true control-oriented airplane performance envelope boundaries need to consider cou-
pled longitudinal and lateral-directional characteristics at extreme trim values. Attainable performance
will in many cases be adequate for mission-task requirements, but these need delineation to establish
the proper context and framework for task-oriented FQ requirements, as discussed in the first part of
the next section.
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MISSION-RELATED TASKS AND EXISTING FLYING-QUALITY
SPECIFICATIONS
Missions and Tasks
Table 1 defines the kind of information required and desired to relate FQ issues to particular mission
phases. That is, when completed, this table will contain entries in all of the squares shown and will
identify (on the far right side) critical handling-quality problems and issues which pertain to each of the
various mission phases listed.
A partial treatment of the list in table 1 is given in reference 2, which sets a context of operational
conditions, mission possibilities, and tasks to form a logical framework for the envelope expansion
phases and other potential mission phases-tasks for any hypersonic aircraft. Five missions are defined
and treated. The SSTO mission is not covered explicitly, although Mission V, Simulated Direct Boost
(ref. 2), reproduces the early parts of an SSTO profile subject to a constraint of recovery within the
continental U.S. In simulations conducted to support this effort, it was found that all five missions that
were considered could be accomplished with relatively rudimentary displays, although the workload was
often high. Coordination of dynamic pressure (_), gravitational units (g), Mach number, and position
required extensive cross checking, and turns were especially tough. Attempting to hold a constant
dynamic pressure in boost was nearly as difficult. The most control-demanding maneuver encountered
was maintaining 2 g and a constant dynamic pressure in descending turns while still achieving a proper
ground track. This type of maneuver has several applications in hypersonic vehicles, including the setup
of terminal conditions using a heading alignment cylinder (HAC) energy management feature.
The simulations used a rudimentary model for the aircraft and the display subsystem with incom-
plete (at best) effective vehicle and thrust dynamics. The five missions simulated constitute an excellent
starting point, and should be used as parts of a more thorough simulation study of FQ for hypersonic
vehicles. This would entail more realistic effective vehicle and display characteristics in a simulation
program emphasizing and covering, in addition to the five missions defined, a full-fledged SSTO for
nominal and perturbed conditions (perhaps eight mission conditions total).
Existing Flying Qualities as a Point of Departure
Reference 3 is an FQ requirement-like document which starts with MIL-F-8785C (ref. 4) or MIL-
STD-1797 (ref. 5) and addresses the pertinence of these requirements to the National Aero-Space Plane
(NASP). Several important points emerge from this, as summarized in the following (the pertinent
paragraph from ref. 4 is noted parenthetically). The comments are a combination of Berry's (ref. 3) and
other considerations arising during this project and noted as additions.
Pitch control variations during rapid speed change (3.2.1.1.2) are particularly important for
NASP vehicles which spend "an unprecedented amount of time at a relatively high level of longi-
tudinal acceleration." Changes in wording of the requirement to include supersonic and hypersonic
speeds and other details are suggested.
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The paragraphon flightpathstability (3.2.1.3)needsrethinking because
• Aerospacecraftapproachesmay not beat stabilizedspeeds,
• In unpoweredlow lift-drag ratio (L/D) landings,the vehicle may be deceleratingduring the
approach,
• If power is held in reservefor a go-aroundcapability, deceleratinghigh-energyapproaches
similar to unpoweredlandingsmay be usedto minimize the dead-manzonein caseof a propulsion
failure, and
• Reliablepoweredlandingscould havea significantimpacton vehiclestructural,landinggear,
and brakingcharacteristicsby permittinglower landing speeds.
The sectionson longitudinalmaneuveringcharacteristics(3.2.2) including short-periodresponses
(3.2.2.1), short-periodfrequencyand accelerationsensitivity (3.2.2.1.1),and short-perioddamping
(3.2.2.1.2)needmore work to clarify the needsand remove ambiguitiesfor aerospacecraftas well
asaircraft in general.
AlthoughBerry (ref. 3) doesnot commenton it, we shouldemphasizethat thereis little data to
backup the existing requirementsfor ClassIII aircraft, including the sometimesmarginal (from the
specifications)characteristicsof prominentcivil transportswhich haveexcellentoperationalrecords.
In anattemptto bring moreorder to theserequirements,STI hasrecently examinedtheexisting
databaseof recentUSAF/CalspanTotal Inflight Simulator(TIFS) studies,as shownin the following
sections.Among other things,we haveattemptedto
• Determinetheideal task-tailoredform of effectivedynamics,and
• Assesswhetheranoverallrequirementon airplanebandwidth,a_b, is the best way (in terms of
proportion of the data correlated) to characterize the existing flight data.
We are now at the point where the criteria proposed later in "Tentative Recommendations for
Approach and Landing Flying Qualities for National Aero-Space Plane" can be considered reliable for
large aircraft which approach on normal glide slopes and land with conventional flares. Perhaps a
limited simulation would be desirable to check points with degraded visibility or fields of view (FOV),
but we feel confident that meeting the criteria proposed will result in an aircraft with excellent approach
and landing characteristics.
While these correlations should apply to powered NASP landings, the unpowered craft approach
and landing will be on different trajectories akin to the shuttle. Whether this imposes more severe
requirements on the effective vehicle dynamics is dubious, because the effective required dynamics for
powered approaches permit significant precise maneuvering. In fact, in terms of the criteria proposed
later in this report, the shuttle is Level 2. It would be worthwhile to demonstrate that unpowered
approaches and landings do not impose more severe requirements than are covered by these criteria.
Control forces in maneuvering flight (3.2.2.2.1) lack quantitative criteria for sidestick controllers.
Such criteria are needed not only for hypersonic aircraft but for large aircraft in general.
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The longitudinalpilot-inducedoscillation(PIO) requirement(3.2.2.3)is primarily qualitative.The
dynamiccontrol forces in maneuveringflight criteria (3.2.2.3.1)provide a necessarybut insufficient
condition to ensureno PIO tendencieswith respectto normal acceleration(but not necessarilywell
backedfor ClassIII aircraftandsidesticks).FlightpathPIOsandcontrolof verticaldescentratewith bank
anglein hypersonicturns,which havegiven sometroubleon the shuttle,shouldbe treatedexplicitly.
Theparagraphon longitudinalcontrolin landing(3.2.3.4)needsrewordingto accountfor decelerat-
ing approachesfor theunpoweredlandingconditions.Theturncoordinationrequirement(3.3.2.6)needs
to be modified to provide for very large bank anglesin high-speedturns neededto achieverequired
groundtracksin thepresenceof centrifugalrelief.
The sectionon roll performancefor ClassIII airplanes(3.3.4.2)needsadditionalconditionsbased
on hypersonicspeeds.The importanceof minimizing potential angle-of-attackand angle-of-sideslip
excursionsto avoid engineandheatinglimits shouldbenoted.
SystemsTechnology,Inc., believesthat a specificnew requirementon sideslipexcursionsin ma-
neuveringflight is needed,especiallyathigh supersonicandhypersonicMachnumbers.Similarrequire-
mentsmay alsobeneededon angle-of-attackexcursions.Limiting conditionsshouldincludeavoidance
of prematuretransition,engineunstart,andperformancelimits, etc.
Theparagraphaboutroll control forces(3.3.4.3)needsrequirementsfor sidestickcontrollers.The
sectionon transienteffects (3.3.9.3) is incomplete.Asymmetric loss of thrust shouldbe reexamined
with engineunstartin mind. Significanttransientscanoccurin all axesfor hypersonicvehicles.More
quantitativecriteria areneededfor acceptableratesandaccelerations.
The paragraphon dynamiccharacteristics(3.5.3)needswork. Effective time delay requirements
arestill ambiguous,e.g., tasksensitive,feel systemdependent,stick position,or stick forcereferenced.
Recentdataneedto be examined,and therequirementneedsto be updated.A possiblemajor factorin
connectionwith the effectivetimedelay is the impactof structuralandsloshmodestabilizationfactors
on the potentialeffectivetime delay. This may haveaneffect in two ways:
• Structural mode filters needed for gain stabilization may introduce major components to the
effective delay as seen by the pilot- some NASP structural modes are very low frequency. On the other
hand, phase stabilization, which may be accomplished with no delay components caused by filtering, is
not permissible under current specifications.
• The lower frequency bending mode(s) can result in what appears as a net lag to the pilot when
an abrupt change is made (e.g., to change the pitch angle in the final flare of an unpowered landing).
In this case the pilot may be better off using a pitch angle measured at the c.g. rather than relying on
the visually observed pitch angle from a far forward cockpit location.
In addition to the noted military-specification criteria of possible applicability, similar auxiliary-
complementary requirements and considerations deserve exposure, namely:
• Tameness criterion (based on a criterion used by Boeing (Boeing Company, Seattle, Washington)
for transports). This requires that a pilot be able to react to an engine failure in the air shortly after
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takeoff using wheel alone. Although this is not the total recommendedresponseto an engine-out
situation,it doesensurea basiclevel of directionalstability andlateralcontrol.
• Control under most adverseconditions. Fundamentalevels of control should remain even
under the most adversecircumstances.The maneuversthat could influence this minimum include
thefollowing:
Takeoffrotation
Landingflare
Stall and stall recovery
Tip-up at brakerelease
Unpoweredlanding
Flaps-up,slats-uplanding
and suchemergency-failureconditionsas
Control with partial hydraulicsystemsfailed
Control with all enginesout
Missing slat,flap
Jammedstabilizer,body flap
Throttling and Throttle Response Requirements
A variety of flight conditions exists in which throttling requirements are especially important. These
may include
Low-speed operations - takeoff, landing, go-around
Low-speed abort conditions - takeoff, go-around
Trajectory following (guidance-based requirements)
Very high speed flight - especially conditions where cooling dominates
thrust requirements
In these conditions, there are three facets for requirements:
Throttling range
Thrust-setting accuracy
Thrust response
Engine-Airframe Dynamics Interaction Possibilities
For hypersonic configurations, the engine control system is inevitably coupled with the aircraft
dynamics. For the several frequency bands these include
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was long ago rendered impossible by demands for, and technology permitting, higher performance at the
expense of favorable aircraft-alone dynamics. The effective vehicle dynamics, comprising the aircraft
plus minimum stability augmentation, became the characteristics which provide an FQ focus. In existing
FQ specifications (ref. 4), the presumption has been that failures in the augmentation may change the
properties of the effective vehicle dynamics. Three levels of FQ have accordingly been defined in
reference 4.
Level 1 - "Flying qualities clearly adequate for the mission Flight Phase." (The
effective vehicle dynamics and mission task environment for Level 1 are
often associated with Cooper-Harper pilot ratings (PR) less than 3-1/2.)
Level 2 - "Flying qualities adequate to accomplish the mission Flight Phase, but
some increase in pilot workload or degradation in mission effectiveness,
or both, exist. The probability of encountering Level 2 after failure within
the operational flight envelope < 10 -2 per flight." (Unofficially associated
with effective vehicle dynamics and mission task environments with 3-1/2
< PR < 6-1/2.)
Level 3 - "Flying qualities such that the airplane can be controlled safely, but pi-
lot workload is excessive or mission effectiveness is inadequate, or both.
Category B and Category C (includes terminal flight phases of takeoff,
approach, and landing) can be completed. The probability of encountering
Level 3 after failure within the operational flight envelope < 10 -4 per
flight and, within the service flight envelope < 10 -2 per flight." (Usually
associated with PR > 6-1/2.)
When multiple-redundant fail-operational, fly-by-wire SAS is the norm, failures can still occur
in the parts of the FCS associated with stability augmentation, but the effective vehicle dynamics
presented to the pilot will not change as a consequence of the first (or second, if fail operational-fail
operational) failure. In general, for flight-critical situations on the shuttle orbiter or the NASP, the
stability augmentation failure criteria are made sufficiently severe to reduce the probability of changing
the effective vehicle dynamics from those present with no failures to negligible proportions. Thus,
partial or total failure of elements within the control system does not play the same role as with
ordinary aircraft. Further, because the vehicle-alone dynamics are unstable in some flight regimes, the
SAS is a fairly high bandwidth controller. This means that the effective vehicle dynamics will be
dominated by the aircraft and controller characteristics in the crossover region(s) of the SAS. Changes
in these characteristics caused by tolerances, fluctuations, or uncertainties will be reflected directly into
the effective vehicle dynamics.
Other important equipment with which the pilot interacts, e.g., guidance or display elements, does
not have the same degree of redundancy as the integrated FCS. Failure in equipment may result in
increased demands for the pilot's attention. Other unexpected events also demanding attention may
occur which the pilot must sort out. When the pilot is to perform manual control operations, the
minimum level of divided attention permissible is established by the control tasks. The FQ for divided
attention operations must be superior to those for full attention. Thus, as noted in reference 8, "When
the task complex requires significant division of pilot attention between managerial and control roles, the
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effectivevehicledynamicsbeingcontrolledmustbeableto supportvery largepilot-vehicle systemphase
margins. As a corollary, the effective vehicledynamicsmustpossessdynamicpropertiesthat require
little attentionto control." Consideredasa workloador attentionaldemand,index PR less than3-1/2
correspondsroughly to control task attentionlevel lessthan 1/3 (ref. 8.). Therefore,effective vehicle
dynamicsthatmayresult in PRof betterthan3-1/2 (classicalLevel 1) in normalsituationsmayneedto
be improvedto levelsresulting in PR in the 1 to 2 rangeto providesufficientmarginfor emergencies
causedby failuresof otherequipmentor major,perhapsunexpected,shifts in operationalconditions.
A more profoundchangein perspectiveis probablyas pertinent to the NASP as it was to the
shuttleorbiter. This changeof perspectiveis the lack of knowledgeabout the vehicle dynamicsat
unexploredflight conditions.In thecaseof the shuttle,therewasnoway to graduallybuild up to many
flight conditions,and incompletegroundtesting left the vehicle dynamicpropertiesin a large Mach
numberregion relatively uncertain. In spiteof computationalfluid dynamicsand a plannedenvelope
expansionflight program,similar uncertaintieswill exist with theNASPin thedesignphases.It follows
from theseconsiderationsthat themostimportantfailure or FQ level designationsshouldbeassociated
with effectiveaircraft dynamicsin thepresenceof tolerancesanduncertaintiesin aircraft andcontroller
properties,and with divided attentionoperations.
The FQ criteria levels developedfor the shuttleorbiter pioneeredthis approach.The levelsare
shownin table2, taken from reference9. Becausethe principal sourcesof degradedeffectivevehicle
dynamicsstem from out-of-toleranceconditions or from vehicle-engineaerodynamiccharacteristics
beingconsiderablydifferent from thosepredicted,the criteria emphasizethe stability of the aircraft
plus SAS. In establishingthe details of applicationof theserequirements,reference10 showsthe
differencebetweenLevels 1 and 2 to resideprimarily in degradationscausedby vehiclemanagement
systemcomponent3crout-of-tolerancebuildup combined with large aerodynamic variations. Any lesser
tolerance buildup or uncertainty levels must meet Level 1 requirements. An additional Level 1 constraint
is that the FQ be rated 3 or better (or 6 or better for Level 2). Thus, each level requires a loop-by-loop
stability margin within the FCS for all automatic functions and an additional FQ assessment of the
effective vehicle dynamics presented to the pilot. Finally, FCS failure (i.e., multiple similar control
system component failures which totally eliminate critical FCS functions) would result in loss of the
vehicle. This is restricted in table 2 by the design assessment performance level.
This same type of level categorization could apply to the NASP. Divided attention considerations
for coping with the unexpected might raise the actual PR levels a point or so (e.g., 2 to 2-1/2 for Level 1).
The vehicle dynamic uncertainties might be approached in a somewhat different way by introducing
structured uncertainties which focus on the most sensitive vehicle dynamic parameters, i.e., those which
primarily govern the effective system dynamics (ref. 11). Finally, the phase and gain margins might be
supplemented by such devices as generalized delay margins (ref. 11). In this way, some of the modern
concepts of control system robustness assessments could be introduced, perhaps with profit, into the
detailed definitions of FQ levels. Research should continue, and detailed recommendations about FQ
levels for NASP along these lines should be considered.
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Review of Shuttle Orbiter Approach and Landing Characteristics
Entry Phases
As the first vehicle to return from orbit and land as an aircraft, the shuttle orbiter provided its flight
control designers with a formidable challenge. The complexity of the problem derived basically from
the enormous range of flight conditions encountered in the entry and the pre-first-flight uncertainties in
the vehicle dynamics, especially at the higher Mach numbers. To cope with these challenges required
a sophisticated digital FCS, which employs both reaction jets and aerodynamic surfaces, and incor-
porates both automatic guidance and human pilots as essential elements in the system.
The return from orbit involves three phases: entry, terminal area energy management (TAEM),
and approach and landing. Because the shuttle is a glider, energy management is a dominant concern
throughout. The basic guidance activity in the entry phase involves modulation of a series of S-turns to
keep the shuttle's total energy within an allowed "window." The TAEM phase begins at about 80,000 ft,
and the major maneuver here is the HAC turn. The two HACs are imaginary cylinders (fig. 1) tangent
to a vertical plane through the runway centerline. The shuttle may enter a HAC turn from any direction
and then fly around its surface until the runway heading is reached. The major guidance activity in the
TAEM is adjustment of the HAC diameter to put the shuttle within the correct energy window at the
start of the approach and landing phase.
There have been challenging FCS design problems over the entire return from orbit (ref. 12).
Like those for many previous aircraft, though, the primary FQ concerns for the orbiter have been in
the landing phase, especially during the last few feet before touchdown including the final flare. To
paraphrase an astronaut/pilot: the importance of FQ in the shuttle is inversely proportional to altitude.
These concerns existed before the first orbiter flight test (OFT) flight, particularly after the PIO incident
which occurred in the fifth approach and landing test (ALT) flight with Enterprise (ref. 13). Despite
these concerns and a general recognition that the shuttle has unconventional andnot entirely desirable
handling qualities, the orbiter has now made a large number of successful manual landings. Furthermore,
autoland flight testing, which was to have been a major activity beginning with OFF flight STS-3, has
now been long postponed while confidence in manual landings has grown.
Because of the particular importance of the landing FCS design and FQ for NASP, this paper
emphasizes orbiter experience in the landing phase. This is fundamentally a longitudinal maneuver, so
we can concentrate on longitudinal dynamics and control.
The Approach and Landing Task
The basic technique for landing the shuttle as a glider was evolved over many years of experi-
mentation with lifting body research aircraft. The maneuver basically consists of a steep outer glide
followed by a pullup to a shallow inner glide slope.
Figure 2(a) shows a nominal trajectory for the orbiter approach and landing based on considera-
tions of flight mechanics (ref. 14) and autoland system design data (ref. 15). Actual trajectories vary,
depending on local conditions, pilot technique, and disturbances, etc.
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Theapproachand landingphasebeginswith captureof the steepglide slopeshortly after leveling
thewingsfollowing the HAC turn-- nominallyat 15,000-ftaltitudeand approximately40,000ft from
therunwaythreshold.The primarypurposeof thesteepglideslopeis to setup andstabilizethevehicle
to a constantequivalentairspeed(i.e., constantdynamicpressure).The steepflightpathangleis selected
suchthat thegravity componentbalancesthedrag.Precisecontrol of airspeedis thenachievedthrough
modulationof the speedbrakes.Figure2(b) showsa nominal airspeedvariation. While the equivalent
airspeedremainsessentiallyconstantduring theequilibrium glide, true airspeeddecreasesbecauseof
variationof atmosphericdensitywith altitude(ref. 14). Thus,adjustmentof the airspeedon the outer
glideslopewith modulationof thespeedbrakesis thefinal major energymanagementoperationbefore
touchdown. At the end of the steepglide, the speedbrakesare fixed, and no further active energy
managementis performed.
At analtitudeof approximately1700ft, apreflarepullup maneuveris initiatedwhich "circularizes"
the trajectory. The pullup is terminatedwhenthe flightpath anglematchesthat for the shallow glide
slope,nominally - 1.5°. Speedchangeduring thepreflarepullup is slowuntil theflightpathangledeparts
significantlyfrom theequilibriumvalue;therefore,thepullup maybeconsideredaconstantspeed(either
equivalentor trueairspeedsincethealtitudechangeis small) maneuverto a first approximation.
Shallow Glide and Final Flare
In principle, the preflare pullup is followed by the -7 = -1.5 ° shallow glide on the inner glide
slope down to a final flare for touchdown. During the shallow glide the orbiter decelerates at a roughly
constant 1/3 to 1/4 9, as indicated in figure 2(b). The shallow glide and final flare phase has been the
focus of the greatest controversy concerning shuttle longitudinal FCS design, FQ, and design criteria.
Further, there has been considerable variation in pilot technique for this maneuver. (For details of the
fight mechanics, see references 7 or 14.)
Strictly speaking, the orbiter dynamics are time varying in the shallow glide. However, the varia-
tions in pitch and path response poles and zeros are small, and the scheduling of the FCS gains is such
as to offset the time-varying effects, at least in the dominant mode. The effective vehicle dynamics as
seen by the pilot are those of a rate-command, attitude-hold (RCAH) character. The pitching velocity
per rotational hand controller response is shown in figure 3. In addition, the flightpath lag time constant,
To2, is approximately 2 sec. The primary impact on pilot technique of the shuttle being a decelerating
glider (rather than a conventional transport aircraft), is that the pilot has a finite time window in which to
touch down to avoid exceeding maximum or minimum touchdown speed limits. Operational experience
indicates that while this constraint exists for the shuttle in contrast to conventional aircraft, it is not
restrictive enough to have caused problems that cannot be overcome by pilot training and skill.
Ground Aids for Flightpath Control
Ground aids for manual control of approach and landing have been steadily improved as the program
progressed (ref. 16). For the first few flights, the principal ground aids consisted of steep and shallow
glide aim markers on the dry lakebed at Edwards Air Force Base. Two aim markers were provided for
the steep glide, one at 7500 ft before the runway threshold for nominal energy approaches and one at
6500 ft in case the shuttle should be at a low energy level. The shallow glide slope aim point is 1000 ft
beyond the runway threshold.
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An additionalgroundaid for the latter portion of the preflarepullup and shallow glide was then
added(fig. 4). This consistedof a clusterof high-intensitywhite lights mountedon a pole on the left
sideof the runwaynearthe runwaythresholdanda row of similar red lights, alsoon the left sidebut
perpendicularto therunwayat the shallowglideaim point. The heightof thepole wasselectedsothat
a 1.5° glide slopeis definedwhen the white light is superimposedon the red row of lights. This is
called the ball-bar aid and is similar in function to the Fresnellens optical landing aid employedon
aircraftcarriers.
With this ball-bar system,if the white ball appearsto bebelow theredbar, the vehicleis high or
on a steeperglide. If theball is abovethebar, thevehicleis below thedesired1.5° glide slope.Thus,
this systemprovidesa referenceto guide the pilot to the correct terminationof the preflaremaneuver
and to maintain thepropershallow glide in manuallycontrolledflight. It would also providea means
of monitoring guidanceandcontrol performancefor fully automaticlandings.
Another ground-basedoptical aid for the steepglide slopewasaddedfollowing Mission 5. This
consistsof red and white high-intensitylights locatedat the steepglide aim point. Theseareaimed
upwardat differing anglessuchthat specificglide slopesaredefinedby the numberof red andwhite
lights visible. This is calledtheprecisionapproachpathindicator (PAPI)andis representedin figure 5.
The aircraft is on thecorrect19° steepglidepathwhenthe crewcanseetwo white andtwo red lights.
Cockpit Display Aids
A primary change in the orbiter vehicle occurred for STS-6 and STS-7 in which the flight-test
vehicle, Columbia, was replaced by the operational vehicle, Challenger. Although there were no sig-
nificant FCS changes affecting the final approach and landing, the Challenger introduced the head-up
display (HUD).
For the first five landings, the principal onboard longitudinal path and energy references were
head-down instruments: a flightpath flight director and airspeed and altimeter indicators for the steep
glide phase (energy management setup), a pitch rate Q indicator and 9-meter for preflare, and airspeed
and altitude indicators for shallow glide and final flare. These were supported by pitch attitude display
for inner loop control and out-the-window ground aim point references for path guidance.
One originally intended use of the HUD was as an adjunct to the autoland system. The HUD
was to provide an initial check on guidance system accuracy at this terminal phase, to inform the
crew when the approach path variables were within tolerances for engagement of the autoland, and
then to help monitor performance of the autoland through approach and landing to flare (ref. 17). The
HUD (fig. 6(a)) provided a computer-generated runway symbol which initially informs the crew that
the guidance computer speed, distance, and so forth are good by way of the runway symbol being
superimposed over the actual runway. A runway-extended centerline with an outer glide slope (OGS)
aim point was also presented.
Other information displayed included velocity vector, flightpath angle reference, altitude, airspeed,
speedbrake command and actual position, and the pitch-and-roll ladder (fig. 6(a)). This configuration
provides so much information that declutter provisions were included for STS-8 and future flights
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(ref. 16)to allow eliminationof undesiredor unnecessary data and symbology clutter as various phases
of approach and landing are completed.
The symbology configuration of figure 6(a) would now be selected upon exiting the HAC for getting
set up on the OGS path. Figure 6(a) depicts the vehicle approaching the OGS. When actually on the
OGS aimpoint, the velocity vector symbol and PAPI light (out the window) would be superimposed and
bracketed by the glide slope reference markers. The first declutter would then be selected to remove
the runway symbology. This reduces the display to that of figure 6(b).
Just before preflare (1850-ft altitude) a second set of path reference markers comes into play and
moves up from the bottom of the display. When these reach the OGS reference, it signals the start of
preflare. One set of path markers then continues to move up while the second set disappears (ref. 17).
This signifies the proper altitude and airspeed to initiate transition. The pilot then flies the velocity
vector symbol to the path reference markers as they continue to move up the display. Preflare ends
when the markers stop moving. The velocity vector should then be directed at the close end of the
runway or between the close end and the shallow glide aim point. At this juncture, the shallow glide
ground aid should also signify a 1.5 ° glide slope. The pilot should then accomplish a second declutter
(fig. 6(c)) and keep the velocity vector symbol and ground glide slope reference steady until reaching
the desired flare altitude.
As a result of these various ground and onboard landing aids becoming operational with successive
flights, the control strategies (path control loop structure, gains, and so on), and hence workload, for
preflare and shallow glide have varied somewhat from flight to flight. Path and landing performance
have come closer to ideal or target values and become more uniform with each flight. Only the final flare
has remained essentially the same unaided task for all landings. (An exception is HUD direct display of
altitude and airspeed information on STS-6 and STS-7 in place of verbal callouts on previous flights.)
Variants of the ground aids and HUD features previously described would appear to be directly
suitable for NASP. An internally generated display equivalent to the ground aids should be a useful
surrogate if there is no external view from the cockpit.
Examples of Orbiter Landing Performance and Pilot-Control Characteristics
Landing Performances
Values of touchdown sink rate at the nose fITD, speed, VTD, and glide and flare distance, X T,
derived from the STS-2 through STS-7 cinetheodolite data are summarized in reference 7. The distance
is measured from the assumed end of preflare as identified from hodographs of I_r as a function of H. In
addition, touchdown sink rate at the nose was translated to the main gear based on vehicle geometry and
pitch rate. Main gear sink rate, vehicle speed, and glide distance at touchdown are plotted in bar chart
form in figure 7 for STS-2 through STS-7 landings. Various nominal values based on early autoland
design goals (ref. 15) are also given. These do not necessarily reflect the latest shuttle mission policies,
and more importantly, they do not necessarily drive the pilots who have their own internal criteria.
However, they provide a consistent representative set for comparison.
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The touchdownsink rate summaryin figure 7(a) indicatesthat all landingswere well within the
6 ft/sec (crosswind,table 4, ref. 7) sink rate limit, andonly the STS-3landingexceededthe assumed
nominal region. However, that landing could have exceededthe 6 ft/sec limit if the vehicle had
toucheddown about 1 secearlier. All of the other landingshave sink ratesbelow 1.5 ft/sec, and
tend to indicatea target value closeto 1 ft/sec. Indeed,a major conclusionto be derived from the
data is that the touchdownsink rate,whenSTS-3is excluded,is remarkablyuniform for all flights --
mean IITD "-- 0.86 ft/sec with a standard deviation of 0.38 ft/sec -- and differs markedly from the
autoland-based nominal.
The touchdown speed summary in figure 7(b) shows that the 225-kn touchdown speed limit was
exceeded only in the STS-3 landing. Three flights were slightly higher and two slightly lower than
the nominal 195 kn. One standard deviation in the achieved touchdown speed is less than the 30-kn
difference between the upper limit and nominal VTD values. If STS-3 is again excluded, the mean
VTD -- 197 kn/sec with a standard deviation of 13.3 kn.
Figure 7(c) compares the total distance traveled from the end of the preflare pullup (as identified in
the hodographs) to touchdown. Establishing absolute constraints for distance is more difficult than for
[JTD and VTD, since reference must be made to the runway threshold. Further, the effective distance
constraints certainly vary more among the flights, especially between dry lakebed and runway landings.
The STS-2 was known to be low on energy, and this is reflected in both VTD and XT. Despite
this (and with the exception of STS-3), touchdown performance is quite consistent and adequate with
respect to the nominal goals. When it is recognized that this performance is attainable with either
precognitive or tight closed-loop control of sink rate, this implies excellent and flexible performance for
the pilot-vehicle system.
The data of figure 7 also tend to indicate that the highest importance is being attached to touchdown
sink rate with touchdown velocity also being weighted heavily. The latter is consistent with reference 13,
in which it was stated that the difficulty of runway landings was reduced by setting VTD rather than
XT D criteria.
Pilot-Control Strategies
Ideal Characteristics--In the approach and landing task, the preflare, shallow approach, and flare
are nominally individual segments which may involve different pilot control loop structures. The preflare
is ideally a constant pitch rate maneuver. The orbiter effective vehicle dynamics exhibit a pitch RCAH
response (fig. 3), so pilot actuation of the rotational hand controller (RHC) directly commands vehicle
pitch rate. During this flight segment, one would expect the time traces to show relatively constant
RHC deflection, pitch rate, and normal acceleration.
For the shallow glide portion, the control task is more complicated in that pitch control becomes
an inner loop to sink rate or flightpath control. The approximate short-term (quasi-steady speed) path
to attitude transfer function is
fI _ sN h -- Uo (1)
0 N o (To2 s + 1)
where the orbiter flightpath lag T02 is about 2.0 sec.
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Theshallowglide andfinal flarecontrol strategymaybeidentifiedfrom thealtitude-sinkratephase
plane(hodograph)shownhypotheticallyin figure8. If the shallowglide regionhasaconstantflightpath
angle(3'o),thephaseplanetrajectorywill bea straightslopingline. If thesinkrate is constant,theglide
trajectorywill be horizontal. In the final flare region, if sink rate is scheduledproportional to altitude
(anexponentialflare),thephaseplaneis a straightline with slope-1/T$. The slopereflectstherelative
weightinggivento arrestingsink rateasaltitudedecreasesand,therefore,canvary significantly.If any
otherrelationshipis employed,theflarephaseplanewill becurved.
Perhapsthe easieststrategyfor thefinal flare is to changepitch attitudein a stepwisemanner,and
let sink ratedecaywith theopen-loop,2-secTo 2 time constant noted in the previous figure. If sink rate
should be controlled in a closed-loop manner as a function of altitude, flare response time constants
greater than To2 will result. Detection of either of these two path control strategies should be evident
from the pilot's RHC inputs and by the flare time constant obtained from the hodograph, i.e., Tf - 71o2,
and little or no RHC activity in the final seconds of the flare indicates precognitive control of sink rate;
whereas a Tf ¢ To 2 implies closed-loop piloted control of sink rate. Interpretation of the hodographs
will be considered further in the following subsection.
Example Time Histories and HodographsmTo provide examples of limiting case strategies, time
traces and altitude-sink rate hodographs for the STS-6 and STS-7 landings are presented in figures 9
through 12. The RHC, pitch rate, and normal acceleration time traces are from the modified maximum
likelihood estimates (MMLE) database (ref. 18). Altitude and vertical speed are from the cinetheodolite
database. The figures which contain only H, /2/, and hydrograph plots are expanded scale data which
cover only the final 10 to 15 sec of the landing. This generally includes the portion of flight which
would encompass the end of preflare, shallow glide, and final flare, if such segments are identifiable. It
should be noted in the hodographs that the altitude reference point (orbiter nose) is set to zero ground
level at the touchdown point (to remove the 20- to 30-ft nose altitude biases seen in the altitude time
histories). Similar data and detailed analyses for STS-2 through STS-7 are provided in reference 7.
The STS-6 flight landed on the runway at Edwards with the aid of the PAPI lights, ball-bar system,
and HUD. It is relatively easy to identify preflare, shallow glide, and final flare in the time traces of
figure 9. The preflare shows nearly steady average values of Q and t_RH c with a neutrally damped pitch
and 6RHC oscillation developing near the end. There is then a distinct transition to pulse-type control
for the shallow glide slope and landing. Essentially no RHC activity occurred for the last 5 sec prior
to touchdown.
The time histories and hodograph of figure 10 also show very distinct segments for this landing.
The shallow glide is held quite precisely at -10 ft/sec until final flare, which is initiated at a nose altitude
of about 50 ft. The final flare is almost an ideal exponential with a time constant of 2 to 2.42 sec. In
fact, this hodograph exhibits all the features of the idealized figure 8. The flare time constant, relative
lack of RHC activity in the last few seconds, and nearly constant pitch attitude of figure 13 indicate
that the pilot is behaving primarily as a precognitive or pursuit (largely open-loop) controller (ref. 8).
Flight STS-7 was diverted from landing at Kennedy Space Center to the dry lakebed at Edwards.
The PAPI and ball-bar ground aids were available, and it was the second landing with the HUD. The
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time tracesof figure 11show a gradualchangein RHC activity from continuousrate commandto a
3-cyclePIO (at about4.2 rad/sec)andfinally to thedistinctly pulsatiletype nearlycontinuouscontrol.
Thus,thereis little to distinguishseparatepathsegments.Thetime historiesandhodographof figure 12
provideadditional cluesto indicatea possibletransitionbetween (_) and (j) from thepreflareto an
apparentfinal flare. Thereis a largenose-uppulsewhich producesa hesitationat a sink rate of about
-12 ft/secand suggestsstartof shallowglide, but this is followed immediatelyby a flare with a time
constantof 4.6 sec. Sincethis landingis on thedry lakebedwherethereis little concernfor touchdown
point and landing roll, it appearsthat the pilot wasconcentratingon achievinga specific touchdown
sink rate(andpossiblyspeed).Thelightly dampedpathoscillationat about2.3 rad/sec(alsodiscemible
in the Q of figure 11)andthe rapid RHC pulsing suggestsa rathertightly closedsink rate loop which
resultsin analmostneutrally stablepathmode.This terminalRHC activity andthe Tf - 4.6 sec flare
time constant make it clear that the pilot was able to maintain sink rate proportional to altitude and was
in closed-loop control throughout the flare. Interestingly, the neutrally damped closed-loop attitude and
path modes demonstrated here are very close to those predicted in the analysis of reference 19.
These discussions for STS-6 and STS-7 concerning the landing hodograph shapes, flare time con-
stants, etc., serve to illustrate two distinctly different pilot control flare techniques. An exponential flare
is the only elementary strategy which produces a distinctly straight flare hodograph over a range of
conditions with a flare time constant that can be other than To 2. However, for sufficiently low altitude
flares, open-loop "step 0" strategies will also approach straight-line hodographs with an indicated flare
time constant close to To 2 (ref. 7 and fig. 14). By considering the effective flare time constant in
conjunction with the amount of RHC activity, it has been possible to distinguish landings which appear
to be largely precognitive from those which are largely closed loop. In the reference 7 examination
of STS-2 to STS-7, the STS-5 and STS-6 landings appeared most strongly precognitive. They showed
little RHC activity after flare initiation and flare time constants approaching To 2 --" 2 sec. The four
other landings showed more evidence of closed-loop control in flare. As seen above, STS-7 in partic-
ular showed distinct characteristics of a closed-loop exponential flare (H oc H) with continuous RHC
activity and a flare time constant (Tf = 4.6 sec) much larger than To2.
Examination of pitch attitude time traces for these landings (fig. 13) further reinforces these con-
clusions. The step attitude change to initiate both shallow glide and final flare is apparent for STS-5
and STS-6, whereas a continuous, essentially exponential, change in pitch for flare is seen in STS-7.
The trace for STS-4 reflects almost a doubled attitude change to initiate shallow glide, but this is then
followed by a series of small-step pitch changes. In all cases, however, the final pitch attitude target
appears to be about 8°, since this attitude is achieved some 3-4 sec prior to touchdown and then held
constant until touchdown.
Approach and Landing Flying Qualities of the Shuttle Orbiter Based on
Early Flights
The detailed studies of shuttle orbiter FQ reported in reference 7 resulted in a variety of conclusions
which can be summarized as follows:
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Pilot Control Strategy and Overall Performance
• Two basic flare strategies dominated the landings examined:
- a precognitive step 0, or
- closed-loop pilot operations making/;/(x H or 0.
• Both strategies require precise control of the inner 0 loop to achieve the desired path control.
• There is evidence (because of near PIO situations) that the pilots may be pushing the pitch
response bandwidth limits.
• Landing performance metrics show remarkably consistent touchdown values for sink rate, for-
ward velocity, and distance from threshold despite widely varying conditions at the beginning of the
shallow glide or flare initiation.
• All landings met or exceeded reasonable touchdown performance goals regardless of visual aids.
• Shallow glide and touchdown performance improved as path visual aids (ground based and
HUD) were introduced to provide more information.
Flying Quality Dynamic Characteristics
(Note: These conclusions are not all covered in preceding discussions, but come in part from the
referenced material.)
• The effective airplane pitch control bandwidth (1.3 rad/sec) is marginal at best (ref. 7, sec. V).
• The effective time delay, 0.15+ sec, is excessive for the two-step decelerating approach and
landing (ref. 7, sec. V).
• The path time constant, 2 sec, is marginal (ref. 7, sec. V).
• The instantaneous center of rotation location with respect to the pilot is not located to minimize
apparent path mode reversal or time lag response to flare commands (ref. 7, sec. V).
• In pitch RCAH flight-control systems, the lead time constant, Tq, is not necessarily equal to
the airplane's path control lag, To2. When Tq < To 2 a lag-lead is introduced into the transfer function
relating path angle to pilot input. The path response to step elevon commands will exhibit an extra net
lag, and this lag may also affect the pilot's impressions in closed-loop control (ref. 7, fig. 86).
• The most desirable effective vehicle dynamics for the flare task, e.g., RCAH (actual orbiter
system) or ACAH, are still to be determined (ref. 7, sec. 4B).
To some extent, the first group of conclusions may appear to contradict the second because adequate
performance was always achieved in the landing task. Of course, the pilots were well trained (e.g.,
in the shuttle training aircraft) and highly experienced. Nonetheless, workload was very high on some
landings, and, on most, the pilot activities in some closed-loop control phases pushed the pilot-vehicle
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systemto near limit values(e.g., the near-PIOconditionsnotedabove). Although no PRsbasedon
actualshuttleflights areavailable,it is clearthat adequateperformancedoesrequireconsiderablepilot
compensation.Consequently,basedon theexcellenttaskperformance,theapparentworkloadandhigh
gain pilot activity, anda strict interpretationof the Cooper-Harperscale,theoverall vehicleFQ would
appearto beabout4 to 5.
TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS FOR APPROACH AND LANDING
FLYING QUALITIES FOR NATIONAL AERO-SPACE PLANE
The reference 7 study emphasized early shuttle landings and other data available before 1985. Since
then many studies, both analytical and experimental, have been reported which bear on the questions left
over from the conclusions previously cited. They also provide additional data and interpretations which
are relevant to NASP. Some of this interpretive work is still going on as part of the NASP technology
maturation effort. Enough has been accomplished, however, to provide some preliminary thoughts on
possible FQ criteria for NASP based on both the earlier and subsequent studies and experiments. These
will be addressed here as a snapshot report on work in progress. The emphasis will be on tentative
criteria only, with the detailed technical backup to appear later. We should note, however, that the data,
considerations, and interpretations in references 7 and 20 through 27 have entered into the formulation
of the tentative criteria.
Summary
Good flying qualities for approach and landing depend on the selection of a proper response type,
and the achievement of dynamic characteristics which fall in the desirable region of certain defined
FQ criteria. The concept of response type has been developed to quantify the generic output and input
characteristics of the aircraft plus flight-control system (ref. 22). Several response types applicable to the
flared landing task include rate command, attitude hold; attitude command, attitude hold; and flightpath
command, flightpath hold. Experience has shown that the following factors must be considered to
achieve desirable approach and landing FQ for the flared landing task.
1. Precision control of pitch attitude.
2. Precision control of flightpath angle.
3. Consonance between flightpath angle and pitch attitude.
4. Proper control sensitivity.
5. Sufficient authority to change the flightpath with pitch attitude and with adequate margin for
disturbances and pilot error.
As described in reference 22 and many previous papers, the aircraft bandwidth WBW and phase
delay parameter -rp are useful metrics to codify and predict FQ for tasks where small amplitude, precision,
closed-loop tracking, or regulation is a primary requirement on the pilot-vehicle system. These quantities
are defined for the case of airplane pitch response to elevator in figure 14. The 45°-phase margin
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(-135 ° phaseangle)point is usuallytheoperativevalue,althoughthegainmarginbasisis occasionally
needed.The bandwidthfor pathangle-elevatoris definedusingonly the phase,sincethereis no long
horizontalshelf in the amplituderatio. (To avoid anypossibleconfusionwe shouldnote that aircraft
bandwidthdiffers somewhatfrom thecontrolorcommunicationengineers'definition,i.e., thebandwidth
of a low-passsystem'sfrequencyresponseis the frequencyat which the output/inputamplituderatio
is 3 dB lessthan that of very low frequencies.)The airplanebandwidth is a meaningful indicatorof
closed-looppilot-vehicle systemdynamicperformancepotentialin that it providesan indicationof the
maximumcrossoverfrequencythat a pure gain pilot can achievewith a reasonablestability margin.
Onemajoradvantageof airplanebandwidthandphasedelaymetricsis that theycorrelatePRdatafrom
a largenumberof experimentsbetterthanotherexistingmeasures.That is, they canbeusedto define
fairly clear and inclusive boundson regionsof datawith PR which correspondto 1 < PR < 3-1/2,
3-1/2< PR < 6-1/2,and PR > 6-1/2: theclassicalFQ Levels 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
With thesedefinitionsunderstood,we turn now to the listed factorsand their associatedtentative
requirements.For precisionpitch attitudecontrol, the criterion shownin figure 15 is proposed.The
shuttlecharacteristicsfrom figure 3 are spottedon figure 15, indicating a clear cut Level 2 situation
from this standpoint.
Thefigure 16tentativecriterion is intendedto satisfytherequirementsfor precisionflightpathcon-
trol andattitude-flightpathconsonance.Theflightpathbandwidthfor theshuttleiswBw.v = 0.4 rad/sec.
This reflects the additional lag caused by the (1/Tq)/(1/To 2) = (1.5)/(0.5) dipole introduced by the FCS
and described in reference 7. If the control system lead is adjusted to cancel the flightpath lag (as is
done with the X-29 RCAH system), and it is assumed that the other characteristics are unchanged
thereby, the flightpath bandwidth would be increased to WBW 7 = 0.73 rad/sec. Both values are spotted
on figure 16. Both points are well outside the acceptable region. This is supplemented by the following
criterion which is intended to ensure that the flightpath angle can be sufficiently modified with pitch
attitude to accomplish the flare:
m'ffmo,_7
> 0.7 (2)
AOss -
This criterion is based on in-flight landing studies conducted at NASA Ames Research Center (ref. 24).
There are no currently available criteria to ensure that the control sensitivity is satisfactory. There-
fore, the control sensitivity must be experimentally optimized, preferably in a flight environment. In-
flight simulation can be effective in this regard if the manipulator characteristics available are easily
varied and sufficiently representative of the actual aircraft being simulated.
The criteria proposed above are based on analysis of the precision flared landing data in references 23
through 25, as are the following conclusions (also see ref. 22):
• The best response type for flare and landing is ACAH.
• The RCAH response type can yield desirable FQ for flare and landing, as long as the flightpath
bandwidth meets the criterion in figure 16.
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• The pitch attitude bandwidth and phase-delay parameters should fall within the Level 1 region
noted in figure 15. There is some evidence that the minimum bandwidth can be reduced to 1.4 rad/sec
for an ACAH response type (ref. 23).
• If an RCAH response type is employed, the dropback parameter defined in figure 17 should
not exceed the limits shown. This is a requirement for good open loop and pursuit control.
• Airspeed control is more likely to be a problem for the RCAH response type than for ACAH
or conventional airplanes.
Reference 24 reports the results of a study of flared landings for transport airplanes conducted on
the USAF/Calspan Total Inflight Simulator (TIFS) in 1984. The results of a more recent (1986) TIFS
flared landing experiment (ref. 25) are in general agreement with the reference 24 data, with some
exceptions which are discussed later.
Consider now the question of response types. The shuttle orbiter and several other superaugmented
aircraft (e.g., F-16 and X-29) have used RCAH systems with success. The shuttle FQ in approach and
landing, as amply discussed above, could be significantly improved if the characteristics were modified
to the Level 1 areas of the tentative criteria given here.
At this stage of its development, the NASP vehicle management systems have a great deal of
possible flexibility so other kinds of response types should be considered seriously. Some of the advan-
tages and disadvantages of three response types for the NASP approach and landing are summarized in
table 3. A noted disadvantage of the RCAH response type is that additional feedbacks may be required
if l/To 2 is low. This is not intuitively obvious, and is based on the fact that 1/Tq must be approximately
equal to 1 To z for good dynamics, and the w t pole circles 1/Tq. It can, therefore, be seen that if 1/To2
is low, 1/Tq must also be small, and increased values of w t can only be achieved by way of some other
feedback, such as normal acceleration.
Task-tailored controls, adjusted to optimize response type and FQ characteristics for each given
mission phase, can easily be provided with existing technology. There is, however, the extremely
important issue of transition between response types to make up the total mission-based system. This
is a key factor in the selection of the proper FCS architecture.
Dynamic Response Considerations
Definitions of Response Types
The response types are defined in terms of the generic output-input relationships of an augmented or
unaugmented airplane. The generic characteristics of the response types that were tested in references 23
to 25 are shown in figure 18. The fundamental properties of each of these response types are summarized
in the following:
• Conventional airplane
- Characteristic phugoid and short period modes which are well separated. Phugoid typically
(but not necessarily) lightly damped.
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- Flightpathfrequencyresponseis K/s from the phugoidmodeto the shortperiodmode.
- Timeresponseof pitchattitudeincreasesmonotonicallyto astepcontrollerinput in theshort
term (abovephugoidfrequency),andreturnsto trim whenthecontrol force is released.
• RCAH
- Phugoiddynamicsareeliminated
- Attitude numeratordefinedby thecontroller lead 1/Tq insteadof 1 To2.
- Flightpathfrequencyresponseis K/s2 between1 To2 and 1/Tq, when 1/Tq >> 1 To 2.
- Time response of pitch attitude increases monotonically to a step controller input, and holds
attitude at point of release.
• ACAH
- Attitude response is proportional to controller input with some lag (defined by J in fig. 18).
- Steady flightpath change is proportional to controller input with lag defined by 1/To 2.
- Time response of pitch attitude to a step controller input is a constant attitude, which returns
to trim when input is removed.
Characteristics and Limitations of Rate Command, Attitude Hold
Flightpath Control--The RCAH response type is most commonly mechanized using the loop
structure shown in figure 19. The generic characteristics of the frequency response of the RCAH response
type are shown for 1/Tq >> 1 To E in figure 18(b). The resulting region of K./s 2 (between 1/Tq and
1 TOE) is undesirable for closed loop control. This region can be avoided by setting 1/Tq approximately
equal to 1 To E, or by an alternative control system architecture to achieve a different response type.
For example, the ACAH response type in figure 18(c) is seen to have an improved flightpath frequency
response, i.e., there is no possibility for a K/s 2 slope and there are no low-frequency dynamics.
The existence of a long stretch of K]s 2 in the RCAH flightpath frequency response leads to a loss
in phase margin, which is quantifiable by the bandwidth criterion, i.e., WBWT. As will be shown, a
flightpath bandwidth of less than 0.6 rad/sec is a good indicator of poor FQ for the precision flare. Poor
flightpath bandwidth can be improved, to a limited extent, by increased pitch-rate overshoot. This is
accomplished by increasing the flat region of the attitude Bode plot between 1/Tq and J by further
augmenting w t to higher frequency. Experience has shown that excessive pitch-rate overshoot results in
pilot complaints related to overly abrupt attitude control. The alternative is to use an additional control
surface for direct lift control (DLC) to augment the flightpath response. This can also be overdone,
which is the reason for the upper boundary of the figure 16 criterion. Configurations that fall above
that boundary tend to receive pilot commentary related to poor consonance between pitch attitude and
flightpath. This is discussed in further detail in the next subsection.
Pitch Attitude-Flightpath Consonance--The desired relationship between pitch attitude and
flightpath angle has been the subject of considerable research. For example, reference 23 suggests
the following limits on 1/To2eff:
0.38w t _< (1/TOzaf) <_ 0.77J (3)
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where1/To_f is definedasthe frequencywheretheflightpathresponselagsthepitch attituderesponse
by 45°. The lower limit definesthe maximumtolerablelag betweenpitch andpath,whereasthe upper
limit representsa needfor the flightpath to lag pitch attitudeby someamount. The PR results from
fixed-basesimulationsdo not identify this upper limit, so it appearsto be a motioninducedlimitation.
Theabovecriterion is basedon flight-testresultsobtainedby DeutscheLuftundRaumfahrt(DLR) using
anHFB-320in-flight simulator(ref. 26). TheTIFS flaredlandingexperimentconductedin 1986(ref. 25)
providesadditionaldataregardingattitude-pathconsonance,sincea numberof theconfigurationswere
representativeof aircraft with a DLC surfacelocatedforwardof thetail (e.g.,acanardor aDLC flap).1
The upperboundaryof the figure 16criterion is basedon that data,and hasbeenfound to be a better
criterionthan the upperlimit on 1/ToEefffor the approachandlandingtask.
Airspeed ControlmThe nature of the RCAH response type is that it remains at approximately the
attitude that exists when the cockpit controller input is removed (e.g., see figure 18(b)). As a result no
trimming is required to change airspeed, and there are no tactile cues (i.e., force) to warn the pilot that
the trim airspeed is not met. Therefore, airspeed changes that occur because of inadvertent pilot inputs,
can only be detected by pilot visual scanning of the airspeed indicator. Experience has shown that this
can be both an asset and a liability; it is convenient to make airspeed changes without having to retrim,
but there is an increased possibility of inadvertent low airspeed excursions during periods of divided
attention. An analysis of the data in the reference 25 experiments indicated that the pilot ratings for
RCAH cases in the Level 1 regions of the figures 15 and 16 criteria showed some variability which
could be traced to airspeed control problems in all but one case. A typical scenario for a configuration
in the Level 1 region with some ratings worse than 3 was that most of the pilots rated the configuration
as Level 1, whereas one or two pilots gave it a poor rating. In all but one case, those pilots who gave
the poor rating complained of airspeed control problems, and those who rated the configuration as Level
1 did not. This never occurred with the conventional airplane or ACAH response types, where airspeed
changes can be sensed by tactile force cues. For unpowered approaches, such as used on the shuttle,
the constant deceleration during the final shallow approach segment would dictate a response type that
would not require retrimming with changes in airspeed. This would rule out the conventional airplane
response type, but not RCAH, ACAH, and FCFH.
Characteristics and Limitations of Attitude Command, Attitude Hold Response Type and Flight-
path Command, Flightpath Hold Response Type
Attitude Command, Attitude HoldmThe ACAH response type has some advantages and disad-
vantages which are summarized below.
• Advantages
The attitude response is very stable.
The flightpath response is also very stable, i.e., it is a pure gain below 1 To 2
between 1 To E and w I.
and K/s
1The flightpath numerators of some configurations were consistent with DLC. Of course, with the TIFS, the flightpath
response of all configurations was modified with the DLC flaps. DLC configurations are defined when the flightpath response
is more rapid than would occur with the simulated value of 1/To 2.
3O
- Pitch attitudewill alwaysreturn to trim following a disturbance(inadvertentcontrol input
or a gust). Therefore,the aircraft tendsto remainat its trim airspeedfor constantairspeed
approachesandat its trim attitudefor a deceleratingapproach.
- Increasingbackpressureon thecockpit controller is requiredin the flare, a featurewhich
is liked by pilots.
• Disadvantages
- It is necessary to use a separate (trim) control to achieve a change in the equilibrium
attitude or airspeed. This results in high pilot workload if the task requires large or frequent
changes in the trim attitude. Note that the conventional airplane response type does not
require retrimming if airspeed is held constant with power or a drag modulation device.
- The ideal control sensitivities for precision attitude control result in attitude changes less
than 20 ° at full cockpit control deflection. As a result, ACAH is perceived as being nonagile.
The TIFS flight-test experiments reported in references 24 and 25 indicate that pilots favored the ACAH
response type for the precision flare and landing task. However, if ACAH is contemplated for an
unpowered landing similar to the shuttle, the large trim change required at the transition between the
steep and shallow glide path would probably offset this advantage.
Flightpath Command, Flightpath Hold (FCFH)---This response type has not been tested as ex-
tensively as RCAH and ACAH, but offers some potentially advantageous characteristics. The FCFH
will have all the advantages of ACAH, and the aircraft will maintain its commanded flightpath in the
presence of atmospheric gusts and wind shears with FCFH. However, FCFH will sacrifice airspeed
control to hold flightpath unless a separate airspeed controller (thrust or drag modulation) is imple-
mented. Actual piloted simulation or flight test is required to better understand the pros and cons of
this response type.
Supporting Data
The figures 15 and 16 criteria are based on data for precision flared landings, i.e., refs. 23 through
25. Reference 24 reports the results of a study of flared landings for transport airplanes conducted on
the USAF/Calspan Total Inflight Simulator (TIFS) in 1984. The results of a more recent (1986) flared
landing experiment (ref. 25) are in general agreement with the reference 24 data with some exceptions,
which are noted in the following discussions.
Flightpath and Attitude Bandwidth
The bandwidth criterion was developed as a generally applicable method to predict FQ for tasks
in which small amplitude, precision, closed-loop tracking is a primary requirement. It is based on the
crossover model developed in the early 1960s. The criterion is based on the premise that the maximum
crossover frequency that a pure gain pilot can achieve without threatening stability is a valid figure of
merit of the precision of control. On this basis, airplane attitude bandwidth is defined as the frequency in
which the phase margin is 45 ° or the gain margin is less than 6 dB, as shown in figure 20. For precision
landings, the pilot must be able to easily exercise precise control over both attitude and flightpath.
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Therefore,we would expectto find that the pilot ratingswould correlatewith the bandwidthof pitch
attitudeandflightpath. The references24 and 25 dataareplotted on a grid of flightpathbandwidthas
a function of pitch attitudebandwidth(to longitudinalcockpit controllerposition) in figure 21. The
following observationsaremaderegardingthedataand boundariesin figure 21.
• The lower boundary on flightpath bandwidth is based on the analytically derived need for a
K/s flightpath response. The numerical limit (_BW'r > 0.60 rad/sec) is based on configurations 1-1-1,
6-1-1, and 8-3-5-1. (The apparent PR discrepancy between configurations 1-2-2 and 17 are discussed
in the following.)
• The lower boundary on attitude bandwidth (WBW 7 > 1.8 rad/sec) is based primarily on con-
figurations 5-2-2 and 8-1-5, both RCAH response types. A lower limit of approximately 1.4 rad/sec
could be justified for the ACAH response type, based on configurations 8-3-5-1 and 8-2-5-1.
• The upper boundary on flightpath bandwidth is based on a need for some lag between pitch
attitude and flightpath. The numerical limit is based on configurations 3, 5, 7, and 9, all RCAH response
types. Configuration 1 falls above the boundary, is rated consistently Level 1 (4 pilots), and is an ACAH
response type. Again, the ACAH response type appears to be more robust than RCAH.
• While a large majority of the PRs inside the figure 21 boundaries are Level 1, there are some
Level 2 ratings. A review of the pilot commentary associated with all such rating points indicated that
in nearly all cases, the pilot complained of airspeed control problems and the response type was RCAH.
• The figure 21 upper boundary has been found to correlate the reference 25 TIFS data better
than the 1/To_ff upper limit noted above, for the flared landing task (ref. 23).
Configurations 1-2-2 and 17 were intended to be identical (according to ref. 25), forming a link
between the 1984 and 1986 experiments. As shown in figure 21, they are close in terms of flightpath
and attitude bandwidth (albeit configuration 1-2-2 has a slightly lower attitude bandwidth). However,
the PRs are seen to be consistently much worse for configuration 1-2-2 than for configuration 17. The
pilot commentary supports the ratings in all cases, and does not offer a clue as to the source of this
significant discrepancy. One pilot who flew configuration 1-2-2 on two occasions and 17 on one occasion
was contacted but could not recall anything which would provide any insight. Given the consistency
of the ratings and commentary within each of the respective experiments and the fact that the tasks
were identical, it must be assumed that one configuration had a response characteristic which was not
properly identified. Therefore, we have chosen to ignore both configurations in the analysis of the data.
Configuration 17L/L was identical to 4-1-1 and the ratings were similar, so the problem is considered
to be local rather than global between the two experiments. The flightpath bandwidth boundary at 0.60
rad/sec implicitly assumes that configuration 17 is correct.
As noted above, the Level 2 PR in the Level 1 region of figure 21 tends to be associated with
airspeed control problems of an RCAH response type. The issue of airspeed control for RCAH has
been under debate for a long time, and it centers about inadvertent airspeed excursions caused by pilot
inattention (i.e., an inadequate scan). Such excursions would be caused by inadvertent pilot control
inputs, since the attitude hold feature would handle gust upsets. Since division of attention is highly
dependent on a large number of variables, it would be expected that the PR would be somewhat
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unpredictable, and they are. In this context, the following conclusions can be drawn regarding the use
of the RCAH response type for landing:
• Level 1 ratings are possible with RCAH, but require an efficient scan of airspeed.
• Airspeed control problems associated with RCAH are considered more important to some pilots
than to others.
• Airspeed control problems are less of a problem with conventional or ACAH response types.
Pitch Attitude Bandwidth and Phase Delay
The data supporting the bandwidth-phase-delay boundaries in figure 15 are taken from the two
TIFS flared landing experiments (refs. 24 and 25), and are plotted in figure 22. Configurations which
have inadequate flightpath response characteristics (i.e., they fall outside the boundaries in fig. 21) are
not plotted on the attitude requirement in figure 22. That is, configurations that have flightpath control
problems are expected to have poor ratings regardless of their pitch attitude bandwidth. The remaining
configurations are seen to show excellent correlation with attitude bandwidth and phase delay.
The phase delay parameter "rp is a measure of the shape of the phase curve 2 above the bandwidth
frequency. More specifically, it is the slope of the phase curve, which is weighted according to frequency
(i.e., a given phase slope results in a larger "rp as co180 is decreased). The physical implications of the
Tp parameter are discussed in detail in reference 22. The phase delay parameter is calculated using the
formula shown in figure 20.
It is well known that phase delay is only an important issue for tasks which involve precision
closed-loop tracking. The landing is a terminal control task, and it is possible, therefore, to achieve
good performance without closed-loop control on some landings and not on others with the same
configuration. This may explain some of the surprisingly good ratings, along with very poor ratings,
for very large 7-p in figure 22 (e.g., configurations 11, 24, and 25). A more detailed discussion of the
effects of pilot technique follows.
Pilot Technique
As noted previously, a few of the configurations tested in references 24 and 25 exhibit some very
large PR spreads (e.g., from 3 to 7). This is felt to result from different techniques that can be utilized
to accomplish the task for a single configuration (one is related to airspeed control and is discussed
above). The technique used to accomplish the flared landing task depends on
• External disturbances affecting the flightpath just prior to the flare (e.g., wind shear). Deviations
from the desired flightpath on short final require the pilot to exercise closed-loop control.
• The steepness of the glide slope just prior to the flare. (Shallow glide slopes do not require a
significant change in flightpath and tend to result in more open-loop precognitive pilot behavior.)
2For all practical purposes, the shape of the phase curve in the frequency region above w180 is caused by high-frequency
lags, and therefore can be approximated by A4_ = ers. This function plots as a straight line on a linear grid defined by A_b
as a function of w.
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• The required precision. If the required precision is high, the pilot is more likely to exhibit
closed-loop behavior than if the runway is very long or the landing gear is very strong.
• Deviations in flightpath or airspeed (such as a last-minute offset) just before flare initiation. A
destabilized approach requires the pilot to exhibit closed-loop behavior.
• Pilot background and training. Some pilots tend to be more aggressive and exhibit a higher
degree of closed-loop behavior in the flare. For example, shuttle pilots are highly trained to be nonag-
gressive during the flare.
It can be seen that pilot behavior will vary from one landing to another depending on the condi-
tions. If the landing can be accomplished with primarily open-loop or pursuit behavior, the closed-loop
criteria noted above are of little importance, and can be replaced by the minimum value of ATmaz/AOss
noted above (ATmaz/AOss > 0.70). Wide variations in the PR may be expected for a configuration
with poor closed-loop control characteristics; this is because one pilot may have been required to em-
ploy considerable closed-loop behavior, whereas another may have accomplished both landings with an
essentially open-loop or pursuit technique. (Each pilot accomplished only two landings and sometimes
only one landing per configuration in the ref. 24 and 25 experiments.) In general, the results between
the two experiments are seen to be reasonably consistent (figs. 21 and 22). The exception was con-
figuration 17, which was rated 8/9/5.5 in the reference 24 tests and 2/3/2/4/2 in the reference 25 tests
(discussed previously).
Comparison of Attitude Command, Attitude Hold; Rate Command, Attitude Hold; and Conven-
tional Airplane Response Types
Attitude Command, Attitude Hold Response Type---The ACAH response type is defined when
the response to a constant cockpit controller force input is a constant attitude. This response type was
highly desirable for flared landings in the TIFS experiments, as shown by the PR data in figure 23.
Here it is seen that the ACAH response type is rated almost universally Level 1 down to an attitude
bandwidth of 1.4 rad/sec, where the pilots began to notice attitude control problems. The PRs for
the RCAH response type (fig. 23) exhibit more variation and a definite degradation for pitch attitude
bandwidths below 1.8 rad/sec. Configuration 1, which falls above the upper boundary of the flightpath
criterion, is rated Level 1 and is an ACAH response type. The value of the ACAH response type is
further illustrated in figure 24. Here, the ratings for four configurations are shown, where the response
type was changed from RCAH (with low (Level 2) attitude bandwidth) to ACAH by inserting a washout
prefilter in the command path. This is seen to be accompanied by a dramatic improvement in the PR.
Note that the ACAH response type has an inherently higher flightpath bandwidth, which helps to explain
the improvement in rating. Nonetheless, the low attitude bandwidth of these configurations indicates
that ACAH is inherently better than RCAH for the flared landing task.
Conventional Airplane Response Type---Few conventional airplane response type configurations
were flown in the reference 24 and 25 experiments. However, all tested in the Level 1 region and
were consistently rated Level 1. This response type bears a similarity to ACAH in that increasing back
pressure is required as the airspeed bleeds off in the flare; so that the pilot never has to push, but simply
releases back pressure when a negative attitude increment is required. Hence the benefits of ACAH
noted above may also be available with the conventional response type. While there are no available
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datato investigatethis hypothesis,theanalysisbasedon thegenericcharacteristicsshownin figure 18
predictthat ACAH would providebetter flightpathcontrol (pilot doesnot have to damp the phugoid,
andflightpath is proportionalto control deflectionat low frequencyfor ACAH).
Force as a Function of Position Input to Define Bandwidth and Phase Delay
There is currently considerable controversy as to whether the bandwidth and phase delay parameters
should be obtained with respect to force or position inputs. For the references 23 through 25 experiments,
the feel system was in series with the cockpit controller so that feel-system lags would lower the
bandwidth and increase the phase-slope. 3 The boundaries in figures 15, 16, 21, and 22 are with respect
to stick position. The bandwidth and phase delay values that result from including feel-system lags
which are in series with the pilot (i.e., from measuring bandwidth and phase delay as a function of
force input) are shown in figures 25 and 26. There is some evidence that the pilot can compensate for
feel-system lags independently of the airframe (ref. 28), while other data suggest that the feel system
should be included as part of the plant (ref. 29). Until more is known, it is suggested that the bandwidth
be calculated with respect to both force and position, and be required to meet the appropriate boundaries
(figs. 15 and 16 for position, and figs. 25 and 26 for force). Some researchers have greater confidence in
the position requirement at this time, since it is well known that pilots can use proprioceptive feedback
very effectively. For example, helicopter pilots commonly fly with loose controls, which is a pure inertia
(i.e., 180 ° of phase lag between force and position at all frequencies). These cases would have zero
bandwidth based on force inputs.
In summary, the best way to guarantee good FQ is to minimize the feel-system lags so as to achieve
values of bandwidth and phase delay based on force inputs that are well within the Level 1 region of
the figure 15, 16, 25, and 26 boundaries.
Flightpath Angle Overshoot Criterion
A criterion which showed potential for correlating PR data for the flared landing task was presented
in reference 30. The criterion is based on a step longitudinal controller input, which is removed after
5 sec. It is defined as the percentage increase in flightpath angle following the removal of the input.
3' peak overshoot (percent) - 3'p - 7R
')'R
where 'yp = flightpath angle peak following control release, and
100
= flightpath angle at control release.
This metric is a measure of how quickly the flightpath angle follows the longitudinal control input,
and hence is related to the flightpath bandwidth WBW 7. (Recall that bandwidth is a general measure of
how rapidly the output follows the input.) An indication of the degree to which the flightpath overshoot
3Stick position lags the pilot force input as long as the stick is damped (mechanically or electrically). If the input to the
flight-control system is from stick position, this feel-system lag is in series with the pilot. If the input is from a stick force
transducer, the lag is in parallel. However, experience has shown that such parallel feel systems require additional lags in
series with the pilot to avoid overly abrupt responses.
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is related to wBW 7 is shown in figure 27 for configurations from the experiments in references 24
and 25. The correlation is very good for values of flightpath overshoot above 20 percent. As the
flightpath bandwidth takes on values greater than one, the flightpath overshoot parameter is suppressed
to the origin, i.e., values less than 10 percent. However, this is of small consequence since the FQ are
generally good in this region. The exceptions are configurations 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, which have a flightpath
overshoot below 20 percent and fall well above the straight-line correlation in figure 27. Recall that
these are the cases with excessive flightpath response for a given level of attitude response (i.e., poor
path-attitude consonance); see figures 21 and 26. 4 The flightpath overshoot parameter is plotted as a
function of pilot rating in figure 28 (for the configurations in fig. 27). The following observations apply.
• A flightpath overshoot greater than 30 percent is a necessary and sufficient condition for average
PR greater than 3.5.
• Flightpath overshoot less than 30 percent does not discriminate between good and poor PR
(i.e., is necessary but not sufficient for good FQ).
• All configurations that have an average PR greater than 5.5 and flightpath overshoot less
than 30 percent also have a very low (Level 2 or 3) attitude bandwidth (configurations 5, 11, 12,
13, and 8-2-5-1).
• Most configurations that have an average PR greater than 3.5 and a flightpath overshoot less than
30 percent also have a low (Level 2) attitude bandwidth or poor attitude-path consonance (configurations
3, 7, 9, and 14, in addition to those listed previously).
These results are attributed to the fact that pilots are sensitive to attitude and flightpath control
in the landing flare. The flightpath overshoot parameter is a good predictor of an excessively sluggish
flightpath response, but does not identify an excessively sluggish attitude response or the excessive
flightpath response for cases with poor attitude-path consonance (i.e., configurations 3, 5, 7, and 9). It
is interesting that a flightpath overshoot greater than 30 percent guarantees poor ratings (fig. 28), and
corresponds closely to _oBW 7 = 0.60 rad/sec (the lower limit in figs. 21 and 26).
In summary, the flightpath overshoot parameter is expected to be a good metric to identify ex-
cessively sluggish flightpath bandwidth, but should be used in conjunction with attitude bandwidth and
phase delay to estimate the FQ for flare and landing. It has the advantage of being easily calculated from
a simple time history, and is recommended as a rule-of-thumb measurement for initial estimates. Care
must be taken to follow up with calculations of WBW7 to ensure adequate attitude-path consonance.
Finally, it would be desirable to have a similar time response metric to estimate attitude bandwidth
wBw o online. Rise time parameters have been shown to be successful in this regard. However, such
metrics must be considered rough estimates, because they are sensitive to the shape of the input and
because WSWo is not a unique function of rise time, depending also on damping ratio.
4Configuration 1 is an ACAH response type which appears to be less sensitive to path-attitude consonance than RCAH,
and was rated Level 1.
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RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Results and Conclusions
Based on the results of technical projections and surveys of existing applicable data, we have pre-
sented some expected problems and difficulties with the projected stability, control, and flying qualities
of hypersonic air-breathing vehicles. These flying quality deficiencies are enumerated and discussed in a
previous section and will not be repeated here. However, because flight control for this class of vehicles
will necessarily be multiply redundant with two or more levels of fail--operational capability, the bare
vehicle's deficiencies can be removed by augmentation, provided there is adequate control power in all
axes for all desired flight conditions.
Thus, overcoming the natural deficiencies requires relatively accurate estimates of the trim and
excess control power required and available, including power-on/off, aeroelastic, and thermal effects.
But accurate knowledge of these effects and of vehicle-dynamic areas is not easily achieved. There
will be a lack of information and data about the vehicle's characteristics at many unexplored flight
conditions, as was the case for the shuttle (where there was no way to gradually build up to many flight
conditions). Incomplete ground testing left the vehicle dynamic properties in a large Mach-number
region relatively uncertain. In spite of computational fluid dynamics and a planned envelope expansion
flight program, similar uncertainties will exist with the National Aero-Space Plane in the design phases.
It follows from these considerations that the most important failure or flying quality level designations
should be associated with aircraft characteristics in the presence of tolerances or uncertainties in aircraft
and controller properties.
Obviously, the failure to provide sufficient control power to overcome extreme balance and upset
conditions with adequate margin for uncertainties will constitute a general flight-control problem. The
specification of flying quality requirements, assuming such control is available and properly disposed,
is less uncertain because it depends on the foreseeable piloting tasks and the known piloting capabil-
ities. For hypersonic cruiselike flight, the shuttle provides the only currently available specification
base (ref. 6). Inflight piloting experience with the orbiter at hypersonic speeds is very limited, and
primarily reflects the absence of negative or adverse opinion regarding the suitability of the shuttle
flight-control system.
Relative to landing, the shuttle inflight experience is now more directly relevant for unpowered
landing, while other data pertain to powered landing. For power-off landings, the elements of pilot
control strategy, overall performance, and flying quality dynamics are as follows:
Pilot Control Strategy and Overall Performance
• Two basic flare strategies dominate the landings examined:
- a precognitive step 0, or
- closed-loop pilot operations making H oc H or 0
• Both strategies require precise control of the inner 0 loop to achieve the desired path control.
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• There is evidence (because of near-pilot induced oscillation situations) that the pilots may be
pushing the pitch response bandwidth limits.
• Landing performance metrics show remarkably consistent touchdown values for sink rate, for-
ward velocity, and distance from threshold despite widely varying conditions at the beginning of the
shallow glide or flare initiation.
• All landings meet or exceed reasonable touchdown performance goals regardless of visual aids.
• Shallow glide and touchdown performance improved as path visual aids (ground based and
head-up display) were introduced to provide more information.
Flying Quality Dynamic Characteristics
• The effective airplane pitch control bandwidth- 1.3 rad/sec -- is marginal, at best.
• The effective time delay -- 0.15-t- sec -- is excessive for the two-step decelerating approach
and landing.
• The path time constant -- 2 sec -- is marginal.
• The instantaneous center of rotation location with respect to the pilot is not located to minimize
apparent path mode reversal or time lag response to flare commands.
• In pitch rate command, attitude hold flight-control systems, the lead time constant Tq in the
control system is not necessarily equal to the airplane's path control lag To 2. When Tq < 7"o2, this
introduces a lag/lead into the transfer function relating path angle to pilot input. The path response to
step elevon commands will exhibit an extra net lag, and this lag may also affect the pilot's impressions
in closed-loop control.
• The most desirable effective vehicle dynamics for the flare task, e.g., rate command, attitude
hold (actual orbiter system) or attitude command, attitude hold, are still to be determined.
To some extent, the first group of conclusions may appear to contradict the second, because
adequate performance was always achieved in the landing task. Of course, the pilots were exceptionally
well trained (e.g., in the shuttle training aircraft) and highly experienced. Nonetheless, workload was
very high on some landings, and on most landings the pilot activities in some closed-loop control
phases pushed the pilot-vehicle system to near limit values (e.g., the near-pilot induced oscillation
conditions noted above). Although no pilot ratings based on actual shuttle flights are available, it is
clear that adequate performance does require considerable pilot compensation. Consequently, based
on the excellent task performance, the apparent workload and high gain pilot activity, and a strict
interpretation of the Cooper-Harper scale, the overall vehicle flying qualities would appear to be about
Level 4 to 5.
The above considerations are augmented for the powered-landing case by the considerable back-
ground and data given in a previous section, which leads to the following criteria-related conclusions:
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• The bestresponsetype for flare andlandingis attitudecommand,attitudehold.
• Theratecommand,attitudeholdresponsetypecanyield desirableflying qualitiesfor flareand
landing,as long astheflightpath bandwidthmeetsthecriterion in figure 16.
• The numericalvaluesof the pitch attitudebandwidthandphase-delayparametersshould fall
within theLevel 1 regionnotedin figure 15. Thereis someevidencethat theminimum bandwidthcan
be reducedto 1.4rad/secfor anattitudecommand,attitudehold responsetype.
• If a rate command,attitudehold responsetype is employed,the dropbackparameterdefined
in figure 17 should not exceedthe limits shown. This is a requirementfor good open-loop and
pursuitcontrol.
• Airspeedcontrol is morelikely to be a problemfor the ratecommand,attitudehold response
typethan for attitudecommand,attitudeholdor conventionalairplaneresponsetypes.
• To ensurethattheflightpathanglecanbesufficientlymodifiedwith pitch attitudeto accomplish
theflare,
A"{max > 0.7
AOss -
Recommendations
The recommendations stemming from all the foregoing considerations, data, and discussions are
contained in table 4. The first recommendation concerns possible restrictions on the vehicle because of
control and flying-quality deficiencies. Particularly for flight conditions in which the control system is
needed to redress aircraft-alone instabilities, the available control power may limit the angle-of-attack
and angle-of-sideslip excursions for nominal trim and stability. These limits will be further reduced by
maneuvering and aerothermoelastic effects, especially when multiaxis operations are considered. For
instance, a given single-axis dynamic response may be quite acceptable, but when combined with other
axes may result in an untenable flying situation, leading to more stringent restrictions on the flight
envelope. The possibility of such multiple flight-control and flying-quality deficiencies and how they
combine to limit usable flight situations should be studied, and generalized conclusions and criteria
should be drawn from such studies.
Relative to criteria validation and verification, a first briefing of the airframe contractors has already
occurred with good results. This practice should be continued to expedite information exchange on
problems, proposed criteria, and possible simulation planning and testing.
Because the power approach and landing criteria appear to be in a fairly firm state and reflect a
certain amount of partially applicable in-flight data, they are in a condition to be verified and validated
with more specific flying in the total inflight simulator aircraft. As indicated, these new tests are
conceived to be more hypersonic-vehicle oriented in terms of field-of=view limitations, a representative
National Aero-Space Plane manipulator, ideal characteristics corresponding to some of the preceding
graphs, and effective vehicle dynamics representative of the National Aero-Space Plane contractors, and
include engine startup transients, thrust control dynamics, etc.
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The final proposedstagein the validationandverificationprocesswould be to checkthe applica-
bility of theproposedapproachandlandingcriteria to theunpoweredsituations.The first stepin such
a checkwould be to comparetheparametervaluesof the shuttleand shuttletrainingaircraft with the
valuesof theparametersusedto establishthecriteria in the requirements.Thefinal stepwould be to
engagein an unpoweredapproachsimulationto furthercheckthedata.
Relativeto thedevelopmentof lateral-directionalcriteria,a first stepwould be to developfeasible
systemarchitecturesfor superaugmentedprimary flight-control systems.That is, we would consider
directionally unstableaircraft with a variety of key derivative combinationsand uncertainties,and
realistic sensor/equalizationsets, to determinehow suchaircraft could best be stabilized and what
might thenbe their resultingcharacteristics.Attention would bedirectedto determiningwhich of the
parameterswere most significantfrom a flying qualitiesstandpointand to delineate,if possible,those
that would becomesuitablecriteria for establishingcritical missionphase/taskcombinations. Such
considerationswould bebasedupon both analysisand correlationswith existing data. The next step
would be to develop simulationplansand conditionsand establisha seriesof representativeairframe
andflight-control systemsto providethe basisfor theflight characteristicsto be simulated,andfinally
to executethe verificationexperiments.
A somewhatabbreviated,but similar,processis contemplatedfor the developmentof throttlecri-
teria: concernwith startup,modechange,andthrottleresponserequirements(e.g.,asneededto support
theprimaryflight-control systemdevelopmentandflying-qualityrequirementsandneeds).Finally, such
criteria would be subjectedto verification testingasfor the lateral-directionalcriteria, in anexpanded
version,andotherpossiblesimulationtesting.
The final recommendationis to initiate aprimaryflight-control andflying-qualitycriteria document
thatcontainsourcurrentappreciationof hypersonicvehiclecontrolandflying-qualityproblems,tentative
criteria for manualcontrol, major issues,and uncertainties;plan to continually updatethis document
throughdiscussionsand contactswith National Aero-SpacePlanecontractorsand throughadditional
simulationandanalysisprograms.
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Table 1. Missionphase-task-handlingquality criteria matrix.
Engine Engine/aircraft Critical HQ
Mission phases/tasks mode control tasks Disturbances problems/issues
1. Pre-takeoff
Pre-start
Start
Taxi
2. Takeoff
Accelerate
Rotate
Initial climb
Abort
3. Accelerate/climb
Subsonic
Accelerate
Abort
Transonic
Accelerate
Abort
Low supersonic
Accelerate
Abort
Transitionto ram
High supersonic
Accelerate
Abort
Transitionto scram
Hypersonic
Accelerate
Abort
o
o
o
.
o
Cruise
Supersonic
Hypersonic
Loiter
Supersonic
Hypersonic
Orbit
Insertion
Orbit
De -orbit
Reenter
Unpowered decelerate/descend
Hypersonic
Supersonic
Transonic
Subsonic
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Table1. Concluded.
Engine Engine/aircraft Critical HQ
Mission phases/tasks mode control tasks Disturbances problems/issues
9. Restartengine
Hypersonic
Supersonic
Subsonic
10. Cross-rangemaneuvering
Powered
Unpowered
11. Approach
Powered
Unpowered
12. Go-around
13. Landing
Powered
Unpowered
14. Postlanding
Taxi
Shutdown
Table2. Shuttleorbiter performancelevels.
LEVEL 1
• Specified stability margins (typically 6 dB, 30 °) & response criteria
• Pilot rating (Cooper-Harper) - 3 or less
LEVEL 2
• Degraded stability margins (4 dB, 20 °)
• Large signal operation - stable
• Degraded turn coordination (relaxed lateral acceleration &
sideslip criteria)
• Pilot rating - 6 or less
DESIGN ASSESSMENT
• No loss of vehicle
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Table3. Competingresponsetypesfor NationalAero-SpacePlanelandings.
Responsetype Advantages Disadvantages
Ratecommand,
attitudehold
(RCAH)
Attitude
command,
attitudehold
(ACAH)
Flightpath
command,flight-
pathhold (FCFH)
No trimming requiredfor a
two segmentglide slope
Bestresponsetypefor
approach- no transition
requiredto a newcontrol
modefor flareandlanding.
Bestresponsetypefor
flaredlanding.
SameasACAH but better
wind shearregulation.
Requiresa higher
bandwidththanACAH
May requireadditional
feedback(suchasnz)
if l/To 2 is low; see
figure 19.
Tendency for airspeed
control problems
(associated with division
of attention).
Requires large trim
change for a two-
segment approach.
Not as good as RCAH for
approach - would require
a transition from RCAH
prior to flare and
landing, if RCAH is used
for the approach.
Same as ACAH and may
result in excessive
airspeed bleedoff in
a large wind shear for
an unpowered approach.
Sensing requirements
more complex than RCAH
or ACAH.
Essentially untested.
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Table4. Recommendations.
CONTROLS-BASED ENVELOPE RESTRICTIONS
Study flight condition limitations (performance envelope) caused by combined effects of multiple
control and FQ deficiencies.
CRITERIA VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
1. Continue to disseminate and exchange information on problems and proposed criteria
with airframe contractors.
2. Conduct limited tests of the proposed Level 1 powered approach and landing criteria
using the total in-flight simulation aircraft. Conditions examined should include
- Field-of-view limitations representative of' NASP
- Representative NASP
- Ideal (presumed Level 1, PR < 2.5) effective vehicle characteristics
- Effective vehicle dynamics which are representative of the NASP contractors
aircraft, including engine startup transients and thrust control dynamics.
3. Check proposed powered approach and landing criteria against unpowered
situations, including
- Comparison of the proposed criteria with those of the shuttle training aircraft
- Examine existing RCAH simulation data to affirm criteria will apply to
RCAH unpowered shuttlelike approaches
- Consider a limited unpowered approach simulation program to further check
the data.
DEVELOPMENT OF LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CRITERIA
1. Establish feasible architectures for superaugmented primary FCS.
2. Delineate governing FQ parameters and critical mission phase/task
combinations.
3. Establish tentative (expected) criteria based on analysis and appropriate existing data.
4. Develop simulation plans, conditions, representative airframe, and flight control
system data to verify and modify the tentative criteria.
5. Execute the verification experiments.
DEVELOPMENT OF THROTTLE CRITERIA
1. Using feasible architectures for superaugmented longitudinal and lateral-directional
primary FCS, delineate the governing engine startup, mode change, and throttle response
requirements needed to support primary FCS and FQ needs.
2. Incorporate the tentative throttle criteria as entries in an expanded/extended version
of the above simulation, and execute verification experiments.
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Table 4. Continued.
PREPARATION OF PRELIMINARY PRIMARY FLIGHT-CONTROL AND FLYING-QUALITY
CRITERIA DOCUMENT
1. Using the results of the current and preceding studies, prepare an initial FQ and
preliminary FCS summary document and presentation that outlines
- Key flight control and FQ problems associated with hypersonics
controls,
- Tentative criteria for effective vehicle dynamics for manual control modes, and
- Major issues and uncertainties.
Present these results in a series of briefings to all the airframe companies involved.
in NASR
3. Update the presemations and results periodically as results become available from the
manned simulation and criteria validation programs.
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